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Early Probabilistic Noise Estimation for Capacitively
Coupled Interconnects
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Abstract—One of the critical challenges in today’s high-performance IC
design is to take noise into account as early as possible in the design cycle.
Current noise analysis tools are effective at analyzing and identifying noise
in the postroute design stage when detailed parasitic information is available. However, noise problems identified at this stage of design cycle are
very difficult to correct due to the limited flexibility in design and may cause
additional iterations of routing and placement which adds costly delays in
its time to market. In this paper, we introduce a probabilistic preroute noise
analysis approach to identify postroute noise failures before the actual detailed route is completed. We introduce new methods to estimate the RC
characteristics of victim and aggressor lines, their coupling capacitances,
and the aggressor transition times before routing is performed. The approach is based on congestion information obtained from a global router.
Since the exact location and relative position of wires in the design are not
yet available, we propose a novel probabilistic method for capacitance extraction. We present results on two high-performance microprocessors in
0.18 m technology that demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Index Terms—Congestion, crosstalk noise, global routing, probabilistic
extraction.

I. INTRODUCTION
Coupling capacitance between neighboring nets is a dominant component in deep submitter designs as taller and narrower lines are being
laid out closer to each other [1], [2]. This trend is causing the ratio of
cross-coupling capacitance to total capacitance of a wire to increase
[2]–[5]. In addition, more aggressive and less noise-immune circuit
structures, such as dynamic logic, are now commonly employed due
to performance requirements. As a result, a significant crosstalk noise
problem has emerged in today’s high-performance designs. Crosstalk
noise not only leads to modified delays [2], [6], [7] but also to potential
logic malfunctions [5], [8]–[11]. In this paper, we focus on the latter,
although the presented techniques can also be applied to the former
problem as well.
In noise analysis, a victim net is a net on which noise is injected by
one or more neighboring nets through coupling capacitances. The nets
that inject noise onto a victim net are considered its aggressor nets. In
the later stages of the design cycle (i.e. postrouting), detailed information on the topology and relative position of nets is available, making
it possible to perform accurate parasitic extraction and noise analysis.
Such noise analysis tools typically use linear models of the aggressor
and victim driver gates [6], [8], [12] and obtain the noise pulse at the
victim receiver input either by solving closed form equations from simplified interconnect models [13]–[19], using simplified circuit analysis
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techniques [4], [20], or by solving the resulting linear circuit using reduced-order models [21], [22]. These tools also utilize timing windows
calculated during timing analysis [23]–[26] and logic constraints in the
circuit [8], [11], [27] when considering which aggressor nets can switch
simultaneously to reduce pessimism. Noise from different aggressors
of a victim net are combined using linear superposition. The noise tolerance of the receiver gates is usually precharacterized by noise rejection curves of the receiver gate [8], and a noise failure is reported if the
noise falls into the failing region of this curve.
If no earlier precautions have been taken, the number of failing nets
can be very large, reaching several thousand in current high-performance designs. However, the flexibility to change the design and fix
hundereds or even thousands of noise problems in postroute stage is
greatly reduced. Noise correction techniques, such as driver sizing
[28]–[30], wire spacing, and buffer insertion [31], [32] are difficult to
apply and will typically require that the entire design be rerouted. This,
however, would drastically alter the location of the nets in the design
and can give rise to new noise failures on nets that were previously
stable. Solving the crosstalk problem postroute, therefore, can lead to
convergence problems and lengthens the design cycle considerably.
Although methods have been proposed to solve noise problems during
routing [33], [34], these methods typically utilize a limited set of
noise correction methods (such as wire spacing and wire sizing). For
performance reasons, they also use approximate noise models that will
not identify noise failures on all net topologies.
To remedy this situation, methods that allow designers to identify
problematic nets in an earlier design stage are required when they can be
fixed easily through a host of methods, such as driver sizing, buffer insertion, routing layer assignment, wire sizing and spacing, and receiver
gate sizing. However, while much flexibility exists to fix noise at the preroute design stage, only little information is available on which nets are
likely to fail. Exact wire length, wire topology, and relative positioning of
wires are not available. Therefore, the distributed interconnect characteristics of a net, its coupling capacitance to neighboring nets and the driver
strength of its neighbors, which are necessary to perform noise analysis,
must be estimated accurately before actual routing is performed.
In this paper, we investigate two possible methods that can be used
to estimate interconnect and driver parameters prior to routing, leading
to an accurate preroute noise estimation. First, we investigate the use
of a simple Steiner tree-based estimated router [35]. This router generates an estimate of the wire length and topology from which an RC
representation of the net is constructed. However, no reliable information regarding the location of the neighboring nets is available making
it difficult to correctly estimate the cross-coupling capacitance of the
net, which is critical for noise analysis. We then propose the use of a
global router which provides a more accurate estimate of the routing
length and topology of the net and also provides global congestion information which is used to estimate the proximity of neighboring nets.
We first look at various correlations between the route obtained from
estimated global router and the actual detailed route to verify the consistency between these routes. We then propose a probabilistic method
for constructing an approximate coupled interconnect model from the
global routing information. The proposed method constructs a coupled
interconnect model for a net, segment by segment, using a novel probabilistic extraction approach based on the assignment of wires to global
routing cells (g-cells). We also present a method to estimate the aggressor driver strengths, using global routing information. Finally, we
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Fig. 1. Noise estimation model.

present results of the two methods on two large industrial processor designs and compare their ability to accurately predict the set of nets that
fail postrouting.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the noise estimation methodology and the model we use for preroute noise estimation along with the simple Steiner tree router-based method. Section III
presents the properties of global routers and the resulting congestion
map. In this section, we also present the congestion-based noise estimation method and our novel probabilistic extraction method. We present
results on two high-performance microprocessors in Section IV. Section V contains closing remarks.
II. NOISE ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
In order to correctly estimate the noise on a net, we construct a model
of the net and its aggressor net as shown in Fig. 1.
The victim and aggressor nets are modeled as general RC trees with
coupling capacitances between the aggressor and victim nets. The
victim driver is represented by an effective holding resistance (Rh ).
The aggressor driver is represented with an equivalent rise time tr .
We, therefore, need to obtain the following information to estimate the
noise on a net: the driver strength of the victim line and aggressor lines,
the resistance and grounded capacitance network of the victim and
aggressor lines, and the coupling capacitances between them. In order
to obtain this information before actual routing has been completed,
we use one of several estimated routers as a starting point. Based on
the estimated routing information, we compute approximate values
for the model parameters and construct the coupled interconnect
model shown in Fig. 1. After the model of the interconnect has been
constructed, the noise pulse at victim receiver input(s) is calculated
using PRIMA [21]. The noise peak and width are then compared
against the noise rejection curve of the receiver gate and, accordingly,
the net is flagged as failing or not.
The simplest form of estimated routing is a Steiner tree router [35].
This router takes into account one net at a time and does not consider
the congestion of the design. Hence, multiple nets can be assigned to

Fig. 2.

Congestion map section.

a single track and there is no reliable information regarding the proximity and identity of neighboring nets. Only an estimate of the length and
topology of the victim net can be obtained. Based on this estimated victim
net topology, an RC tree representation of the net can be constructed with
grounded capacitances using calibrated per unit length capacitance and
sheet resistance values. The grounded capacitances in this RC netlist represent an estimate of the total net capacitance Ctotal = Cc + Cg . The
missing parameters required to do preroute noise estimation are therefore coupling capacitances and aggressor transition time information. In
order to estimate the coupling capacitance, a portion of each grounded
capacitor in the RC netlist is split off and connected as coupling capacitance using a ratio as follows:

Cc = 2 Ctotal
Cg = (1 0 ) 2 Ctotal :

(1)
(2)

For the aggressor transition time tr , a conservative value based on
the speed of the design under consideration can be used. Due to the
crude nature of these estimations, significant discrepancy can exist between the estimated noise analysis and detailed noise analysis after
routing, resulting in either false failures or missed failures. False failures are nets that are erroneously identified as failing in the estimated
noise analysis and require unnecessary allocation of resources to fix
them. Missed failures are nets that are erroneously identified as not
failing in the estimated noise analysis and, therefore, need to be fixed
postrouting, possibly requiring a rerouting and design iterations.
III. CONGESTION-BASED PARAMETER EXTRACTION AND
NOISE ESTIMATION
A. Estimated Global Routing
We propose the use of a global router which takes congestion into
account as it routes each net. A global router:
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Correlations between estimated global router and detailed router.

• divides the design into cells;
• determines the number of available tracks for each cell;
• connects the pins of a net utilizing the available tracks of cells
while taking congestion into account.
A simplified view of part of the congestion map is shown in Fig. 2.
Congestion information is available on a g-cell by g-cell basis. For each
g-cell edge, ni is the total number of tracks in the edge and ki is the
number of tracks used by the global router. The set of nets neti assigned
to each g-cell edge is also available. Note that, although we know ni , ki ,
and the set of nets that are using those ki tracks, there is no information
on which particular track within edge si a given net neti is using (i.e.
the global router does not order the nets and, thus, the exact neighbors
of a net are still unknown).
Global routers have the advantage that they are very fast while also
providing an accurate estimation of the wirelength, topology, and congestion information of a net. They are, therefore, well-suited for early
noise estimation before final routing is completed. In this paper, we
use an internally developed global router called “Daphne,” although
similar results are expected with other global routers. In our noise estimation approach, we use the congestion information from a global
router to extract interconnect parameters such as resistance and ground
capacitance as well as coupling capacitance and aggressor information
for each net. We propose a method that uses a probabilistic approach
to extract a coupled interconnect model for each g-cell that a net traverses and then combines these models to form the complete coupled
interconnect model for the net. The proposed approach is discussed in
the following subsections.
B. Probabilistic Extraction
Since an estimated global router takes congestion into account, it
does not overuse the tracks and, in the resulting route, the length and
congestion of nets are typically consistent with those after detailed
routing. To verify this consistency, we look at correlations between the
following values from estimated global routing and detailed routing for

58 000 nets from a high-performance microprocessor in 0.18 m technology:
• estimated total congestion of a net versus actual extracted coupling capacitance of a net;
• estimated total length of a net versus actual extracted ground capacitance of a net.
Total length of a net is defined as the number of g-cell edges it traverses
in the congestion map. Total congestion of a net is defined as follows:
edges(net)

i=1

ki
ni

(3)

where ki is the number of nets using g-cell edge i and ni is the number
of available tracks in g-cell edge i.
Fig. 3(a) shows the correlation between total congestion and coupling capacitance. Each dot on the scatter plot corresponds to a net. The
line that goes through the scatter plot is a least squares-based linear
fit to this data. The correlation coefficient between total congestion
obtained from estimated global routing and coupling capacitance extracted from detailed routing is 0.78. Fig. 3(b) shows the correlation
between total length and ground capacitance. The correlation coefficient between total length obtained from estimated global routing and
ground capacitance extracted from detailed routing is 0.97. As can be
seen, there is a strong correlation between these parameters, indicating
a consistency in the behaviors of the estimated global router and the detailed router that we use. The global routing information is, therefore,
a good source from which to extract the parameters required in Fig. 1
for preroute noise analysis.
We perform a probabilistic estimation of the coupling and grounded
capacitances using the congestion information for each g-cell edge that
a net traverses. We first characterize the per unit length coupling and
ground capacitance values for a particular interconnect technology for a
number of density configurations using a field simulator. For example,
a net segment is defined to be in a dense region (high congestion) in
the congestion map if both of its neighboring tracks are occupied by
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Configurations used.
(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Dense and nondense configurations on a congestion map edge.

other nets [Fig. 4(a)]. This density decreases as the nearest neighboring
nets occupy farther away tracks (lower congestion) [Fig. 4(b)]. Fig. 4(c)
shows how the per unit length coupling capacitance and ground capacitance vary with different density configurations. On the x axis, congestion is normalized, 0 represents the most sparse configuration, namely,
a net with no close neighbors, and 1 represents the densest possible
configuration, namely, a net with both its neighboring tracks occupied
by other nets.
In our probabilistic capacitance estimation technique, we estimate
the per unit length coupling and grounded capacitance values for a net
segment by enumerating the possible density configurations of the net,
in each g-cell edge that it traverses. The enumeration is done with respect to all the other nets sharing the same g-cell edge and also with
respect to the nets in the neighboring g-cell edges for those density
configurations in which the net under consideration is at or close to the
g-cell boundaries. The estimated per unit length coupling and grounded
capacitances for the net segment under consideration is then found by
taking a weighted average of per unit length capacitance values shown
in Fig. 4(c), weighted by the probability of each density configuration which is computed through their corresponding number of enumerations. This technique allows one to estimate both the coupling
and grounded capacitances for the net segment that traverses a specific
g-cell edge in the congestion map. As a result, this approach provides
a different value for each net segment in the congestion map.
We now quantify the approach as follows. The total number of possible configurations for a g-cell edge is
total configurations

=

n k!
k

(4)

where n is the number of tracks in the edge and k is the number of utilized tracks. It is infeasible to enumerate all the possible density configurations and find all corresponding per unit length capacitances. For
this reason we make the following simplifications.
• Capacitance values of a net are effected only by the location of
the nearest neighboring nets.

• The effect of a neighboring net that is more than two tracks from
the net under consideration is considered insignificant.
The first assumption is valid since the closest neighbors act as shields to
all other nets. The second assumption is, in general, also valid since the
field lines between two nets vanish as their seperation increases. From
our experiments, coupling between nets that are separated by two or
more empty tracks is small. As a result, we need to consider six unique
configurations, as shown in Fig. 5.
The bold net is the net under consideration. Dotted lines represent
empty tracks. Configuration (1) is the dense configuration where both
neighboring tracks are used. In configuration (2), there is an empty
track on one side and a dense track on the other side. Configuration (3)
represents the case where one side is dense and there are at least two
empty tracks on the other side. Configuration (4) has one empty track
on both sides, whereas configuration (5) has one empty track on one
side and at least two empty tracks on the other side. Finally, configuration (6) has at least two empty tracks on each side. Configurations
(1), (2), and (4) represent track assignments with an exactly specified
spacing to the nearest neighbors. All net permutations that correspond
to these configurations, therefore, have the same per unit length capacitances (based on the first simplification stated above). Configurations
(3), (5), and (6) represent track assignments with a range of densities,
since the spacing of the nearest neighbor on one or both sides can vary.
Since this neighboring net has a spacing of at least two or more tracks,
the capacitance contributed by this neighbor net is small. We, therefore, use the average of the minimum per unit length capacitance (one
side dense, the other side has no neighbors at all) and maximum per
unit length capacitance (one side dense, the other side with two empty
tracks and then a neighbor) for these configurations. Note that the per
unit length capacitances for the configurations shown in Fig. 5 have
been calculated with the assumption that the orthogonal layers have a
fixed congestion. A possible extension to our approach is to increase
the number of configurations such that the varying congestion in orthogonal metal layers is also taken into account.
After determining the per unit length coupling and grounded capacitance for each configuration in Fig. 5, we compute probability of each
configuration. The probability of configuration i is defined as
prob(i) =

conf (i)

total configurations

(5)
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Net on the boundary track.

Fig. 8. Special cases for configuration (3a).

Fig. 9.

Fig. 7.

Neighbor edge congestion.

where conf (i) is the number of enumerations that correspond to configuration i. The number of enumerations for each configuration depends on the number of tracks available ni and the number of nets in
this g-cell edge ki . One should pay attention to the special cases when
the net under consideration is close to the boundaries of the g-cell edge.
For example, Fig. 6 shows a configuration where the net segment under
consideration (bold net) is on the boundary track of the g-cell edge with
one empty and one filled track to its right. There will be many enumerations (permutations) in which the configuration in Fig. 6 will be valid.
The decision of how to distribute these enumerations among the six
defined density configurations in Fig. 5, depends on the left neighbor
track of the net segment under consideration. Thus, the congestion of
the neighboring g-cell edges should also be taken into account to be
able to accurately make decisions on such cases. For this purpose, we
find the probabilities of the configurations shown in Fig. 7.

Model to find t of aggressor line.

In Fig. 7, p1 r is the probability that the right most track of a g-cell
edge is filled. On the other hand, p2 r is the probability that the right
most track of a g-cell edge is empty. If the number of tracks is n and
the number of nets using this g-cell edge is k , then p1 r is calculated
as follows:
k
p1 r =

01
01

n
k

(k

0

n
k!
k

1)!
=

k
n

:

(6)

The denominator of (6) is the total number of enumerations in this
g-cell edge. The numerator is the number of enumerations where the
rightmost track of this g-cell edge is filled. We can choose the net on
the rightmost track among k nets. The remaining k 0 1 nets can be
anywhere among the remaining n 0 1 tracks in any order, thus the last
two terms in the numerator. The other probabilities in Fig. 7 are also
calculated similarly. Also note that that same argument applies for horizontal g-cell edges where the nets will have ordering in the vertical
axis.
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Error in

C

.

When we look at Fig. 6, we can see that these enumerations may
fall into the category of configuration (2b) in Fig. 5 with a probability
of p1_r (Fig. 7), configuration (4) with a probability of p4_r, and configuration (5a) with a probability of p3_r. As a result, the number of
enumerations in Fig. 6 are distributed into three configurations based
on the neighboring g-cell edge congestion.
As examples, we demonstrate the calculation of the number of enumerations for two configurations, (1) and (3a). For configuration (1),
the number of enumerations is
conf(1) = (n

2

0 2
2)

n
k

+ (k

2

0
0

k

3
3

0 2
1)

0

2

1

2

2 0
(k

n
k

(p1 r + p1 l):

0
0

2

3)!

2
2

TABLE I
PARAMETER ESTIMATION ERRORS

2 0
(k

2)!

(7)

We can explain (7) as follows. For the victim net to be in a dense
region within the edge, it can be anywhere except for the boundary
tracks of the g-cell edge under consideration. There are (n 0 2) such
tracks. There needs to be two nets in its neighboring tracks. These two
nets can be chosen among the remaining k 0 1 nets and can be in any
order, resulting in the second and third factor in (7). The rest of the
nets should be placed on the remaining tracks. There are k 0 3 nets
and n 0 3 tracks left, and the nets can be in any order, resulting in
the two factors in the second line in (7). The last two lines are for the
special cases where the victim net is on the boundary tracks. The third
line gives the number of such enumerations. We should have one net
among k 0 1 nets as one neighbor within the edge and the remaining
k 0 2 nets should be placed in the remaining n 0 2 tracks. Note that
the number of such enumerations for either side of the edge is equal.

The probability that these enumerations can be added to configuration
(1) is the probability that there will be a filled track on the immediate
neighboring track which is a part of the neighboring g-cell edge. This
is represented by the last line of (7).
If we look at configuration (3a), the number of enumerations where
one side is dense and the other side has at least two empty tracks is
conf(3a) = (n

0 2 0 2
3)

+ (k

+ (k

+

(k

0 2
1)

0 2

n
k

1)

0
0

3
1

(k

1)

n
k
n
k

0

0
0
0
0

3
2
2
2

1)!

n
k

0
0

(k

(k

2

4
2

0
0

(k

2)!

2)!

p1 l:

0

2
2

2)!

p2 r

p3 r

(8)

The first line in (8) represents the number of enumerations that would
fall into category (3a) within the g-cell edge. The last three lines in (8)
are due to special cases where the victim net can be on the boundary
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or one track away from the boundary of the cell. For clarity, we show
these cases in Fig. 8. The number of enumerations for all other cases
in Fig. 5 can be calculated similarly.
For each edge that a net traverses, we compute the weighted contribution of the six possible configurations as explained above. Each
configuration has a precomputed per unit length coupling capacitance
cc(i) , and a per unit length grounded capacitance cg(i) computed with
a field solver (Fig. 4). The contribution of configuration (i) to the coupling and grounded capacitances for the net segment is
cctotal(i)

= cc(i)

conf
2 total configurations

cgtotal(i)

= cg(i)

conf
2 total configurations

(i)

(i)

(9)
:

(10)

The total coupling and ground capacitances of a net segment is finally
calculated by summing the weighted contributions for all configurations and scaling the per unit length values with the length of the net
segment. Once we have obtained the probabilistic grounded capacitance and coupling capacitance values for each edge that a net traverses, a coupled RC circuit representation is constructed, as illustrated
in Fig. 1.

TABLE II
FAILING NETS IN PRE- AND POSTROUTE NOISE ANALYSIS

bors. The likelihood of a net to be an aggressor to another net increases as the number of shared edges increases. To estimate an average aggressor for a net, we first find the ten possible neighbors with
the highest number of shared edges. For each of these nets, we apply
the following procedure to find their signal transition time tr
• Find the total capacitance Ct of the net, using methods explained
in previous sections.
• Obtain the Thevennin model of the driver gate using precharacterized information from the cell library.
• Compute the transition time tr using the model shown in Fig. 9
The normalized time domain solution for the voltage at node outis as
follows:
vout (t)

C. Aggressor Strength Estimation
Methods explained so far let us estimate the victim net parameters
and coupling capacitances for each net (Fig. 1). To be able to perform
estimated noise analysis, we should also estimate aggressor net characteristics for each net (represented as tr in Fig. 1). A simple and conservative solution would be to use the strongest transitional net in the
circuit as the default aggressor. Such an approach is likely to cause
many false failures.
We can use the congestion information to estimate an average aggressor for each net. All nets that share a g-cell edge are possible neigh-

=

0RC +t+RCe
t
0RC (et =RC 0 1)e0t=RC + 1
t

0

< t

t > tr



tr

:

(11)

Although it is not possible to solve (11) analytically, the rise time at
node outcan easily be computed using binary search. After finding the
10% and 90% time points at node out (Fig. 9), tr
is found using
extrapolation as shown in (12). An average aggressor transition time
for a victim net is then found as the weighted average (weighted by the
number of shared edges) of the tr
values for all nets considered as
its possible neighbors.
tr

=

t90

0

t10

0:8

(12)
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Fig. 12. Default versus Probabilistic aggressors.

IV. RESULTS
In this section, we present results on two high-performance microprocessors in 0.18 m technology. Chip one has 58 000 nets, whereas
chip two has 125 000 nets. We first look at how the methods presented
in this paper estimate parameters such as total coupling capacitance in
the preroute stage. Fig. 10 shows the errors in the coupling capacitances
using the two methods described. Method one refers to the Steiner tree
routing based approach with an ratio of 0.5. Method two refers to
the probabilistic extraction method described in Section III-B. The first
column of graphs shows the absolute errors in femtofarads, whereas the
second column of graphs shows the percentage errors. The first two
rows in Fig. 10, present the errors in Cc using the two methods, with
respect to postroute extracted Cc for each net. The last row compares
the Cc estimations of the two methods, confirming the overestimation
obtained by the Steiner method in comparison to the congestion-based
probabilistic method. The average absolute and percentage errors, in
magnitude, for several estimated parameters are shown in Table I. For
each method, average absolute and percentage errors in estimated parameters, i.e., coupling capacitance (Cc ), grounded capacitance (Cg )
and (ratio of coupling capacitance to total capacitance) are presented
in the following format for the two chips: average absolute error / average percentage error. Note that the absolute errors for capacitances
are in femtofarads, whereas the absolute error in is unitless. These
errors are calculated by comparing early parameter estimations with
postroute extracted data for the first two rows, whereas the last row
shows a comparison between the two methods. As can be seen, using
congestion information provides more accurate model parameters than
Steiner tree routing.
Fig. 11 shows the absolute errors in for chip one using the two
methods, where is the ratio of the total coupling capacitance to the

total capacitance of a net. The error is relative to the obtained for
extracted nets. As can be seen, the probabilistic extraction method provides significantly better ratios. The reason for this is that probabilistic extraction method extracts localized values for each g-cell
edge that a net is traversing in the congestion map.
In Table II, we present the number of failing nets found after
estimated noise analysis using the described method in Section II. We
compare these results with the number of failures using postroute noise
analysis on the same design after detailed routing and full extraction.
Detailed routing and extraction has been done using commercial tools.
An inhouse tool ClariNet [8] has been used to perform post route
noise analysis. The column named “common” shows the number of
nets that fail in both pre- and postroute noise analysis. The column
named “missed” shows the number of nets not identified by preroute
noise analysis that subsequently failed in postroute noise analysis. The
column named “false” shows the number of nets that failed in preroute
noise analysis but not in postroute noise analysis. Ideally, the number
of missed and false failures identified by the preroute noise analysis
is zero. False failures unnecessarily increase the required design
resources to fix noise problems before routing. Missed failures, on the
otherhand, are especially detrimental since they require noise fixes
after routing which can require rerouting and additional design cycles.
Table II shows that the Steiner tree-based method has dramatically
more false failures than the congestion-based method, whereas the difference in number of missed nets is relatively small. Using the probabilistic method reduces the number of false failures by as much as 60%,
or 2100 nets.
Finally, we look at the effects of using a default a aggressor versus
using our probabilistic estimation of aggressors as we perform estimated noise analysis. In addition to identifying postroute problematic
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nets early in the design cycle, we also need to estimate the actual noise
amount on these nets as accurately as possible. Since the results of preroute noise estimation is to be used for noise avoidance purposes, estimating the amount of noise to be reduced on each net will help noise
avoidance algorithms produce correct results. Using the probabilistic
aggressor estimation, the number of “common” nets are reduced by 8%
compared to a strong default aggressor. But on the other hand, the average error in estimated noise peaks with respect to actual noise peaks
from postroute noise analysis go down from 40% to 9%. Fig. 12 shows
the error in the estimated coupling noise peaks on the noisy nets of chip
one. The first column shows the absolute errors in mV, where error is
defined to be postroute analysis noise—preroute analysis noise for each
net. The second column shows the same information in percentages.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented preroute noise analysis methods using
estimated routing. We showed the close correlation between the detailed router and the estimated global router that we used and proposed methods to extract interconnect parameters and coupling capacitances for each net using congestion information. We proposed a congestion-based probabilistic method for parameter extraction as well as
a method for aggressor strength estimation. Results show that a good
preroute coupled extraction for each net can be made using our congestion-based method. We also showed that a preroute noise analysis can
be performed using this estimated extraction for each net, providing
the designer with a high percentage of postroute problematic nets in
this early design stage. Methods presented in this paper can be used in
identifying future noisy nets at a very early design stage with minimal
overhead, estimating noise amounts on these nets, and, ultimately, as
input to noise avoidance algorithms which can guide detailed routers
to avoid the identified problems.
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